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D-ILA  3-CHIP
PROJECTORS
OFFER:

BETTER COLOR WITH
NATURAL GRADATIONS.

HIGHER RESOLUTION.

NO VISIBLE PIXEL GRID OR
SCREEN DOOR.

STABLE, FLICKER-FREE
IMAGES.



IN SIDE-BY-SIDE
COMPARISONS,
THE MOST
DISCRIMINATING
VIEWERS HAVE
CHOSEN
THREE-CHIP
PROJECTORS
OVER THEIR
ONE-CHIP
COUNTERPARTS
FOR A SUPERIOR
HOME THEATER
EXPERIENCE.

THREE CHIPS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.
Our competitors always use three chips in their best and most expensive projectors.  At JVC, we use three D-ILA chips in ALL of our projectors; giving them
superior color reproduction, better gradation and smoother images over their single-chip counterparts–at a competitive cost. 

Why are three chips better than one? Lower-cost single-chip models rapidly project the picture one color at a time and rely on the viewer’s eyes to blend
alternating flashes of red, green and blue images into the desired colors. Three-chip projectors simultaneously produce images on separate RGB panels inside
the projector and then combine the light beams, projecting a full color image on the screen. The simple fact is that three chips produce better, more stable
images, free of flicker and annoying “rainbow” effects. JVC three-chip D-ILA projectors provide a more natural, comfortable viewing experience–silky smooth
images full of rich colors.   

D-ILA projectors offer higher resolution by packing more pixels onto each chip. Unlike our competitors, the tiny space between pixels on the D-ILA chip is not
black, and there are no hinges or non-reflective areas in the pixel itself. D-ILA projected images are free of any visible pixel grid.

JVC’s exclusive AG circuitry provides better gradations for a more lifelike look. At any level of brightness, D-ILA images have a richer, more colorful look than
their single-chip counterparts.  

With D-ILA three-chip projectors, you’ll be amazed by the smooth, stunning and color-rich images. Once you see the D-ILA difference,
you’ll never accept anything less.
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